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Bench system desking is the perfect way of working, offering 
ultimate flexibility and utilising your space efficiently.

With Bench, space optimisation is one of the main focuses. The 
ability to alter the frame and add an intermediate leg means a new 
addition to your team is accommodated quickly and easily. This is 
achieved without adding unnecessary steel work, and maintaining a 
clean and open space to work.

We recommend a 2 person setup to start with, with the ability to 
extend your Bench system from there. Bench is particularly suitable 
for large, open plan spaces, allowing you to create an unlimited run 
of desks using our 2 person extension kits. It’s that easy.
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Welcome to Bench
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In addition to our 2 person configurations, we also offer single Bench 
options to accommodate smaller spaces. With single person, 2  
person and single extension unit options, the flexibility is there 
to create whatever you need. This brochure provides details on 
everything you need to know about Bench, its functionality, as well 
as how to configure and use it in best practice. 

We are also pleased to introduce a new range of screens and  
accessories to complement Bench. We will guide you through the 
variety of screen options, explaining how they work with Bench and 
how they link to create a private and personal space. The addition of 
new accessories allows you to further organise your work  
environment, and focus on a clean and comfortable way of working.Fe
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SERVICES

DELIVERY & INSTALLATION

We are committed to giving our customers 
exceptional service, offering a fast and  
professional D&I service to guarantee your 
furniture reaches you in perfect condition and 
is installed correctly. We deliver on time,  
every time.

Once you have placed your order, our  
experienced D&I team will deliver and install 
at a time and place that suits you.  
We guarantee your install will be stress-free, 
and to achieve our goal, we ensure:

1. A detailed site survey is obtained prior to
delivery, ensuring our team are prepared

2. Good housekeeping is observed at all times, 
and any excess packaging is removed
post-install

3. Once you are happy, all packaging is
disposed of correctly, and recycled
where possible

SPACE PLANNING

We can take any drawing, floorplan or idea and 
turn it into a functioning plan for your office 
space. Our 2D plans turn your measurements 
into a well thought-out working area to suit 
your particular requirements. Once your  
furniture plan is complete, we can be as  
detailed as you need and display network 
points, lighting, heating, power, and anything 
else you may require. Want to hang on to a  
few things? Our 2D plans can show a mix of 
old and new furniture, designed by our  
experienced team. 

If you would like any more information on our 
space planning service, please contact us and 
we can send you an information pack with all 
the details you need.
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4. All installations follow a safety policy,
which adheres to your requirements

5. A complimentary product demonstration is
offered at the end of the installation, to 
ensure you are confident and happy with
your new products straight away

NEXT DAY

Need something tomorrow? Not a problem,  
place your order with us and we will ensure 
it reaches you by the next working day*. No 
matter the order size, we can get you what you 
need, when you need it. It’s that simple.

5-7 DAY

Not in a rush? Once we receive your order, all 
stocked products can be delivered to the UK 
mainland, on our 5-7 Day service.

ROOM OF CHOICE

If you need some additional assistance, but 
not full delivery and installation, our Room of 
Choice option is the service for you. We offer 
a two man delivery, to the room the products 
are being used. We take out all the heavy  
lifting and transporting of goods, to leave you 
happy and with your tools at the ready.

NOMINATED DAY

We are dedicated to making life that little bit 
easier for all our customers. Our Nominated 
Day delivery service is tailored to fit around 
you. You choose the day and time slot, we’ll  
do the rest.

* For stocked products only
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Use of drawing
Do not scale from this drawing, please use the
dimensions and scale on site. This drawing is based
on site information supplied by third parties and
accuracy of existing features is not guaranteed.
Any error, omission or discrepancy noted or between
drawings and other documents must be reported
immediately. All mechanical, electrical and structural
layouts / components are indicative and must be
designed and checked by specialists. Do not start
work on site before confirming that all necessary
statutory and other consents have been obtained.
This drawing is copyright and remains the property of
S9 Design it must not be distributed without prior
consent.
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OUR 
BENCH

BENCH CONNECTION

Bench is an extremely fast, simple and 
silent system to assemble on site, using a 
minimum number of tools. Bench uses 
cleverly laser cut rails and end legs to allow 
interference fit ‘splicing’ of the two parts 
together, offering unrivaled strength and  
lateral stability. Fitting of the tops is the final 
part of this connection, effectively laminating 
the entire structure together. Clever ‘hinge 
down’ cable trays can be added by simply 
bolting the cable tray brackets to the tops.  
Mass cable risers are available to add to the 

Here, you will find a detailed explanation on how flexible Bench is. This versatile product allows you 
to add and remove workspaces as needed.  A 2 person configuration features two goal post end 
legs, 2 desk tops and 2 structural beams. To create space to accommodate additional users, simply 
add an intermediate leg with your top and beams. With the implementation of the intermediate 
leg, you can extend your standard configuration by two spaces without taking up additional space. 
With Bench, we care about those finishing touches - the cable riser, cable tray and hidden screen 
brackets make the finished product look effortless and clean.

FEATURES

DESK FINISHES

FRAME FINISHES
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intermediate legs to enable running cables up 
from the floor by simply bolting in the hook 
and clipping in place.  
Lastly, screens are fitted using ‘metal-to-metal’ 
connection by bolting the screen brackets to 
the legs and then sliding the screens onto 
the bracket. This connection then offers rigid 
screen fixing for the ability to mount 
monitor arms or other accessories as required. 
For more detail, please see the three simple 
steps below:

Intermediate leg
Added into the middle 
with the addition of each 
extra desk

Desktop
Available in 5 finishes  
and 3 widths

End leg
Moved to the end with 
each additional desk

Cable tray
Fitted to the underside 
of the desktop allowing 
hinging down from either 
side for easy access.   
Includes zip tie cable 
points and cable holes

Toolrail screen
Metal to metal connection 
allowing for rigid connection 
for unrivaled strength

STEP 1

Remove packaging from all components. Slot 
cross rails into the end legs; noting orientation 
and ensuring full engagement. Secure crossrails 
to end legs using the M6 x 15mm connector 
bolts on the underside.

Slot cross rails into intermediate leg or end leg 
(depending upon starter or extension); Ensure 
full engagement prior to next step.

Secure crossrails to intermediate leg using M6 
x 15mm connector bolts on underside. Insert 
end caps into open ends of cross rails. Insert 
desktop spacers into holes provided on legs.
Locate desktops and secure in place using the 
M6 x 50mm connector bolts making sure they 
pass through the desktop spacers therefore 
completing the frame.

STEP 2

Cable trays first need hanging brackets  
breaking off each end of the tray. These 
brackets can then be screwed directly to the 
pre-inserted positions on the underside of the 
desktops. The tray then simply hooks in place.

To fit the cable riser, bolt the hook to the 
underside of the intermediate leg and then 
hook the side panel in place. Once cables are 
fed into position, hook in the opposing panel 
to enclose the leg.

STEP 3

Fix the end leg brackets with M8 bolts  
provided, to the end legs. Fix the intermediate 
brackets with the M8 bolts provided to the 
intermediate leg, then simply slot the screens 
in place. 

The screens can then be linked in-line with 
the integrated link strips supplied within each 
screen.  Simply remove the upper or lower 
caps, discard one of the strips and use the 
remaining link strip by fitting on the centre line 
of the two screens, thus creating the link.  
To finish, re-fit the caps in place.



Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/4P 1200 1600

CB1480CO/4P 1400 1600

CB1680CO/4P 1600 1600

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/6P 1200 1600

CB1480CO/6P 1400 1600

CB1680CO/6P 1600 1600

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/2PX 1200 1600

CB1480CO/2PX 1400 1600

CB1680CO/2PX 1600 1600

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1278CO/4P 1200 1600

CB1478CO/4P 1400 1600

CB1678CO/4P 1600 1600

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1278CO/6P 1200 1600

CB1478CO/6P 1400 1600

CB1678CO/6P 1600 1600

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1278CO/2PX 1200 1600

CB1478CO/2PX 1400 1600

CB1678CO/2PX 1600 1600

• Reduced profile intermediate leg allowing clear leg space along complete run
• Shared 4 person intermediate componentry minimises structural cost

• Reduced profile intermediate leg allowing clear leg space along complete run
• Shared 6 person intermediate componentry minimises structural cost

• Simple addition to continue 2 person depth infinite runs
• Extension comes with desktops, steel beams, fittings and intermediate leg

Screen Depth 

Screen Depth Screen Depth 

Full Depth

Full Depth Full Depth

4 PERSON RUN

6 PERSON RUN 2 PERSON EXTENSION

9

BACK TO BACK 
BENCH

BENCH
ADDITIONS

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/2P 1200 1600

CB1480CO/2P 1400 1600

CB1680CO/2P 1600 1600

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1278CO/2P 1200 1600

CB1478CO/2P 1400 1600

CB1678CO/2P 1600 1600

• Unobstructed leg space 
• Elegant minimalist profile

Screen Depth 

Full Depth

2 PERSON

8

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB6080/1RT 600 800

CB6010/1RT 600 1000

• Slimline minimal structure ideal for corner workstation

RETURN

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1660DE 1600 600

• D-end brackets included as standard
• D-end only fits a 2 person unit

D-END

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm) Height (mm)
TCBINTMCR 600 50 600

• Retro-fit mass cable riser allowing for heavy gauge cables
• Safe edge to ensure cables are not snagged
• Available in silver & white

CABLE RISER

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
TCB1000SCT 1000 100

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
TCB1215DCT 1000 300

TCB1618DCT 1400 300

• Hinge down from both sides  to allow easy access
• Safe edge to ensure cables are not snagged
• Available in silver & white

DOUBLE

SINGLE

HORIZONTAL CABLE TRAYS

FRAME FINISHESFRAME FINISHES



• Unobstructed leg space
• Elegant minimalist profile

• Reduced profile intermediate leg allowing clear leg space along complete run
• Shared intermediate componentry minimises structural cost

• Simple addition to continue single depth infinite runs
• Extension comes with a desktop, steel beams, fittings and intermediate leg

Full Depth Full Depth

Full Depth

SINGLE BENCH SINGLE BENCH - 2 PERSON RUN

SINGLE BENCH EXTENSION
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SINGLE 
BENCH

10

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/1P 1200 800

CB1480CO/1P 1400 800

CB1680CO/1P 1600 800

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/2SP 2400 800

CB1480CO/2SP 2800 800

CB1680CO/2SP 3200 800

Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
CB1280CO/1PX 1200 800

CB1480CO/1PX 1400 800

CB1680CO/1PX 1600 800

Featuring Rome Mesh High Back chair with 1D adjustable arms

FRAME FINISHES
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OUR SCREENS
& BRACKETS

14

We are pleased to present a new range of screens that complement 
Bench perfectly. This section boasts all new desk screens, floorstanding 
screens and mobile screens shown with Bench, so you can envision how 
they will transform your space. Be sure to remember when selecting your 
screens that you need to select ‘screen depth’ for a back to back  
configuration and ‘full depth’ if you’re going with a single Bench desk. 

• Our new Contempo screens are a range of contemporary, fabric
covered screens. The elegant edge profile, large radiused corners and
stitching detail around them, make this screen a high end product
with a premium quality feel.

• Our Elco range of fully upholstered fabric covered screens, designed
to give you matching fabric trim at a competitive price, whilst
remaining aesthetically clean and sleek.

• We’re also introducing a new range of Toolrail screens. Framed on
three sides using lightly proportioned bespoke aluminium extrusions.
Toolrail’s clean, crisp angular design has been consciously conceived
to reflect the latest trends in office furniture.

Featuring Milan Swivel and 4-Leg chairs

These are fitted with a ‘metal-to-screen’ connection bracket as follows:  

• Back to back Bench requires 2 x TKEIBKT per screen
• Single Bench requires 2 x TKDMSTRSC per screen

Screen Codes
Contempo / TKEIBKT

Elco TKDMSTRSC

PLEASE NOTE: Contempo and Elco cannot be 
fitted as return screens.

4 PERSON BACK TO BACK BENCH SINGLE BENCH

CONTEMPO & ELCO BRACKETS

• The new floorstanding offering has been specifically designed in
conjunction with our Trio screens. Our new Divide screens mirror
Toolrail’s clean frame design and integrates with it seamlessly
to create a private working space.

• Our new range of Mobile screens are versatile, providing plain fabric
screens with two toprail options and a part glazed screen, which
allows for the drywipe panel section. Mobile screens come complete
with 2 mobile feet included as standard.

To make it clear which brackets you need, below you will find an  
explanation for each range and their requirements.

1

2

1

1
1

1

2

2
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CONTEMPO
SCREENS

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKT1COSY12UN 1200 380

TKT1COSY14UN 1400 380

TKT1COSY16UN 1600 380
Screen Codes
Divide TKFDSF

TKTDTB

TKDLP1091

Screen Codes
Toolrail / TCBFESB

Panel TCBFISB

TKDMSTRSC

TKDMSRETSCB

TKDMSRETEORSCB

CONTEMPO TYPE 1 SCREEN
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CONTEMPO TYPE 3 SCREEN

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKT3COSY12UN 1200 380

TKT3COSY14UN 1400 380

TKT3COSY16UN 1600 380

• Beautifully detailed exposed stitching
• Works with existing Me2 screen brackets
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Hand crafted
• Screen thickness 25mm (approx)
• See page 15 for brackets
• IMPORTANT NOTE: Contempo screens are only available in Blazer Lite fabric

These are fitted with ‘metal-to-metal’ connection brackets as follows:

• Back to back Bench requires 2 x TCBFESB per starter
• Back to back Bench requires 1 x TCBFISB per extension

(i.e. 4 Position back to back requires 2 x TCBFESB & 1 x TCBFISB)
• Single Bench requires 2 x TKDMSTRSC per screen

Toolrail & Panel can be fitted as return screens on Bench. Each return 
screen requires brackets as follows:

• Mid run return screens requires 1 x TKDMSRETSCB, which includes
1 x TKDMSRETSC to clamp the leading edge of the screen and
1 x TKSLINKKIT to join the return screen to the spine screens

• End of run return screens requires 1 x TKDMSRETEORSCB, which
includes 1 x TKDMSRETEORSC and 1 x TKSLINKKIT

• Divide is fitted at the end of run
on Bench using 1 x TKTDTB and
1 x TKDLP1091

• Divide requires 2 x TKFDSF to
support it when free standing

TOOLRAIL & PANEL BRACKETS

DIVIDE BRACKETS

4 PERSON BACK TO BACK BENCH

4 PERSON BACK TO BACK BENCH

SINGLE BENCH

3

5

7

4 6

8
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6
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• 25mm screen thickness
• Fully upholstered screen with matching fabric trim
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Accessory hanging facility available, see page 31
• Radiused on all four courners
• Superior build quality
• 200mm drop wave top profile
• See page 15 for brackets

ELCO STRAIGHT SCREEN ELCO ARC SCREEN

19

ELCO  
SCREENS

ELCO GRIP SCREEN

18

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSECST10UN 1000 380

TKDMSECST12UN 1200 380

TKDMSECST14UN 1400 380

TKDMSECST16UN 1600 380

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSECA10UN 1000 380

TKDMSECA12UN 1200 380

TKDMSECA14UN 1400 380

TKDMSECA16UN 1600 380

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSECGR60UN 600 352

• Fully upholstered screen with matching fabric trim
• Flexible solution to the working environment
• Defines the working zone on bench and desk systems
• Allows privacy; increasing productivity
• Simple and fast repositioning - no bracket needed
• 25mm fabric panel
• IMPORTANT NOTE: Only fits 25mm Desktops



TOOLRAIL TYPE 2 TOOLBAR SCREEN TOOLRAIL TYPE 2 RETURN TOOLBAR SCREEN

21

TOOLRAIL  
SCREENS

TOOLRAIL TYPE 3 HALF GLAZED SCREEN TOOLRAIL TYPE 3 RETURN HALF GLAZED SCREEN
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• 30mm screen thickness
• Robust aluminium extruded frame
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Multi-point accessory and monitor hanging rail
• Integral linking strip included
• Multiple mounting options available
• Superior build quality

• Linking post available 
• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame

available in white or silver
• See page 16 for brackets

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSTR12UN 1200 380

TKDMSTR14UN 1400 380

TKDMSTR16UN 1600 380

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSTR80RUN 785 350

• 30mm screen thickness
• Fully framed panel construction
• Upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Clear acrylic top section as standard
• Integral linking strip included
• Multiple mounting options available
• Superior build quality

• Linking post available 
• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame

available in white or silver
• See page 16 for brackets
• See page 30 for glaze options

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSHG12UN 1200 380

TKDMSHG14UN 1400 380

TKDMSHG16UN 1600 380

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSHG80RUN 785 350

FRAME FINISHES



PANEL TYPE 6 ARC SCREEN PANEL TYPE 6 RETURN ARC SCREEN
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PANEL  
SCREENS

PANEL TYPE 5 WAVE SCREEN PANEL TYPE 5 RETURN WAVE SCREEN
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• 30mm screen thickness
• Robust aluminium & PVC extruded frame
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Wave top screen profile
• Integral linking strip
• Multiple mounting options available
• Superior build quality

• Linking post available 
• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame

available in white or silver
• See page 16 for brackets

• 30mm screen thickness
• Robust aluminium & PVC extruded frame
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Arc top screen profile
• Integral linking strip included
• Multiple mounting options available
• Superior build quality

• Linking post available 
• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame

available in white or silver
• See page 16 for brackets

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSW12UN 1200 380

TKDMSW14UN 1400 380

TKDMSW16UN 1600 380

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSA12UN 1200 380

TKDMSA14UN 1400 380

TKDMSA16UN 1600 380

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSW80RUN 785 350

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSA80RUN 785 350

FRAME FINISHES



TRIO TYPE 7 STRAIGHT PVC TOP SCREEN TRIO TYPE 7 RETURN STRAIGHT PVC TOP SCREEN
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PANEL  
SCREENS

LINKING  
METHOD
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• 30mm screen thickness
• Robust aluminium & PVC extruded frame
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Integral linking strip
• Multiple mounting options available
• Superior build quality
• Linking post available 

• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame

available in white or silver
• See page 16 for brackets

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSP80RUN 785 350

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKDMSP12 1200 380

TKDMSP14 1400 380

TKDMSP16 1600 380

HOW TO LINK TOOLRAIL, PANEL & DIVIDE SCREENS

Toolrail, Panel & Divide screens can easily be linked end to end once fitted 
to the Bench understructure. Simply remove the top caps and both pieces  
of trim, discard one of them and re insert the other down the centre of  
both screens, creating a rigid connection. Replace top caps to finish. 

If linking return screens, you will need to do the above , but before  
replacing the caps, slide down the clear link clips - 2 per side then replace 
the top caps to finish. To purchase the required clips, see below:

Screen Codes
Toolrail / TKSLINKKIT

Panel /

2

1

2

1

FRAME FINISHES



DIVIDE TYPE 2 ALUMINIUM TOOLBAR SCREEN
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DIVIDE 
SCREENS
DIVIDE TYPE 1 ALUMINIUM TOPRAIL SCREEN

26

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKFST1Z0810UN 800 1091

TKFST1Z1010UN 1000 1091

TKFST1Z1210UN 1200 1091

TKFST1Z1410UN 1400 1091

TKFST1Z1610UN 1600 1091

TKFST1Z1810UN 1800 1091

TKFST1Z0812UN 800 1200

TKFST1Z1012UN 1000 1200

TKFST1Z1212UN 1200 1200

TKFST1Z1412UN 1400 1200

TKFST1Z1612UN 1600 1200

TKFST1Z1812UN 1800 1200

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKFST2Z0810UN 800 1091

TKFST2Z1010UN 1000 1091

TKFST2Z1210UN 1200 1091

TKFST2Z1410UN 1400 1091

TKFST2Z1610UN 1600 1091

TKFST2Z1810UN 1800 1091

Code Description
TKFST2ZDFOOT Delta Foot

• 30mm screen thickness
• Robust aluminium extruded frame
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Straight top screen profile
• Integral linking strip
• Superior build quality
• Lightweight construction
• Trim mounted stabilising foot available
• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame available in white or silver
• See page 16 for brackets

• 30mm screen thickness
• Robust aluminium extruded frame
• Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
• Straight top screen profile
• Integral linking strip
• Superior build quality
• Lightweight construction
• Trim mounted stabilising foot available
• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame available in white or silver
• Comes with black feet as standard
• See page 16 for brackets

Features Delta foot

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)

TKFST1Z0815UN 800 1500

TKFST1Z1015UN 1000 1500

TKFST1Z1215UN 1200 1500

TKFST1Z1415UN 1400 1500

TKFST1Z1615UN 1600 1500

TKFST1Z1815UN 1800 1500

TKFST1Z0818UN 800 1800

TKFST1Z1018UN 1000 1800

TKFST1Z1218UN 1200 1800

TKFST1Z1418UN 1400 1800

TKFST1Z1618UN 1600 1800

FRAME FINISHES



Code Width (mm) Depth (mm)
TKT4SKT0815UN 800 1500

TKT4SKT1015UN 1000 1500

TKT4SKT0818UN 800 1800

TKT4SKT1018UN 1000 1800

MOBILE TYPE 4 - Fully Glazed Screen

29

MOBILE  
SCREENS

MOBILE TYPE 2 - Triple Toolbar Screen
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Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKT1SKT0815UN 800 1500

TKT1SKT1015UN 1000 1500

TKT1SKT0818UN 800 1800

TKT1SKT1018UN 1000 1800

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKT2SKT0815UN 800 1500

TKT2SKT1015UN 1000 1500

TKT2SKT0818UN 800 1800

TKT2SKT1018UN 1000 1800

Code Width (mm) Height (mm)
TKT3SKT0815UN 800 1500

TKT3SKT1015UN 1000 1500

TKT3SKT0818UN 800 1800

TKT3SKT1018UN 1000 1800

• 30mm screen thickness
• Superior build quality
• Robust aluminium extruded frame
• Lightweight construction
• Fully upholstered in fire

retardant fabric
• Trim mounted mobile feet included

• Incredible value for money
• Epoxy powder coated frame

available in white or silver

• 30mm screen thickness
• Superior build quality
• Robust aluminium extruded frame
• Half upholstered in fire

retardant fabric with 3mm Perspex 
top half or fully glazed with
3mm Perspex

• Lightweight construction
• Trim mounted mobile feet included
• Single toolrail top profile for both
• Single toolrail middle profile for 

half glazed screen
• Triple toolrail middle profile for 

fully glazed screen

MOBILE TYPE 1 - Single Tool Rail Screen

MOBILE TYPE 3 - Half Glazed Screen

• Epoxy powder coated frame
available in white or silver

• Incredible value for money
• Multiple perspex colour choices
• See page 30 for glaze options

FRAME FINISHES



• Handy accessory rail simply slots over the top of the straight screen,
allowing screen accessories to be utilised

• Available in 6 different widths to suit varying screen sizes
• Epoxy powder coated to match desk frames
• NOTE: Sizes above are to suit screen size - actual lengths are 200mm shorter

ELCO ACCESSORY RAIL

Code Screen Width(mm) Rail Width (mm)
TKDMSTR08AR 800 600

TKDMSTR10AR 1000 800

TKDMSTR12AR 1200 1000

TKDMSTR14AR 1400 1200

TKDMSTR16AR 1600 1400

Code Description
TKDMSTRPTA4 A4 Letter Tray

TKDMSTRPEN Pencil Pot

TKDMSTRTP Trinket Pot

TKDMSTRPH Phone Holder

SCREEN 
ACCESSORIES

• A unique set of screen hung accessories to provide personal storage above
the desk

• All accessories can be hung from the Elco accessory rail
• The phone holder holds most smart phones
• The pencil and trinket pots help tidy worksurfaces by lifting personal effects 

off the desktop 
• Available in white and silver finish

ELCO & TOOLRAIL ACCESSORIES

TOOLRAIL / PANEL / DIVIDE / MOBILE SCREENS

PERSPEX SELECTION

ELCO SCREENS

CONTEMPO SCREENS

SCREEN FINISHES 
GUIDE

Here you will find a fabric band and perspex guide, created to help you 
choose which screen fabrics or perspex you need. We’ve split this out by 
screen type to make it clear when selecting your finish. Should you need 

SCREEN FABRIC BANDS

BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4
Cara Lucia Gravity 24/7 Flax

L2 Advantage 24/7+
Racer Manhattan Main Line Flax

Phoenix Canopy Hi-Tech
Era Sprint Synergy

Castillo Xtreme Hemp
Citadel Chateau Landscape Synergy
Sonus X2 Silk
Rivet Velocity Intervene Plain & Texture

Lucia CS Nexus Blazer
Blazer Lite Aquarius

Urban Track
Synergy 170 Oxygen

Main Line Plus Halcyon - Linden
Aspect Halcyon - Cedar
Patina Halcyon - Poplar

COLOUR TOOLRAIL DIVIDE MOBILE
Aurora Violet • • •
Perfect Plum • • •
Acid Green • •
Chilli Red • • •

Mandarin Orange • • •
Lime Zest • • •

Glacier Green • • •
Electric Blue • • •
Polar White • • •
Slate Grey • • •

Opal (drywipe) •

SCREEN FABRIC BANDS

BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4
Cara Lucia Nexus -

L2 Blazer Lite
Racer Synergy 170

Era
Castillo
Sonus

Lucia CS

SCREEN FABRIC BANDS

BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4
- - Blazer Lite -

any more information on screen finishes and their application, please 
give us a call.

3130

FRAME FINISHES
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KARDO SINGLE SCREEN POLE MOUNTED MONITOR ARM KARDO TOOL RAIL MOUNTED MONITOR ARM

KARDO TWIN SCREEN POLE MOUNTED MONITOR ARM KARDO QUAD SCREEN POLE MOUNTED MONITOR ARM

Code Description
PMA521 Available in black, silver and white

Code Description
PMA522 Available in black, silver and white

Code Description
PMSA521 Available in black, silver and white

Code Description
PMA524 Available in black, silver and white

• Includes pre-assembled clamp and through desk fixing
• Installed in under 2 minutes without the use of any tools

• Includes pre-assembled clamp and through desk fixing
• Installed in under 2 minutes without the use of any tools

• Features 700mm high pole with quad multi-tilt arms
• Takes four screens up to 32” or 25kg in total

• Quick release removable VESA mounting plate
• Fits a wide range of tool rail screens
• No tools required to install
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DESKTOP POWER MODULES - Complete with 2m Power Lead POWER MODULES - Black only

3 POLE MALE TO FEMALE CONNECTOR LEAD MAINS LEAD TO 3 POLE FEMALE CONNECTOR 

Code Description
DPM-2P1N 2 power sockets and one neon switch

DPM-4P1N 4 power sockets and one neon switch

DPM-2P1N2D 2 power sockets, 2 data sockets and one neon switch

Code Length (mm)
PL-WMWF/010 1000

PL-WMWF/020 2000

Code Description
UPM-3P 3 point power socket

UPM-4P 4 point power socket

Code Length (mm)
PL-UKWF/02 2000

PL-UKWF/03 3000

PL-UKWF/05 5000

PL-UKWF/10 10000

• Available in silver/black, silver/grey and silver/white
• Clamps to the back of the desk
• Sockets all individually fused plus 1 spare fuse per socket in unique holder

• Power Modules can be linked in series with connector leads
• UK individually fused 5A power sockets

VERTICAL CABLE MANAGER

Code Description
VCS1 Available in black, silver and white

• Flexible design provides protection and movement
• Can accommodate cables totalling up to approximately 2.5cm x 2.5cm

LIBERO SINGLE SCREEN GAS-LIFT MONITOR ARM LIBERO TWIN RAIL

Code Description
GMA621 Available in black, silver and white

Code Description
TSMR-BK Available in black only

• Clamp is tightened easily from above the desk
• Quick-release VESA plate with hand turn screws, install in under 1 minute
• NOTE: Not FIRA tested

• Converts Libero arm into dual screen display
• Quick-release VESA plates with individual hinge adjustment
• Screens must be the same make, size and weight on either side

• Ideal for linking with power modules
• Available in multiple sizes
• Available in black
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